TRACK SEASON BEGINS AS FORTY MEN REPORT

Initial Workout Held Yesterday in the Old Gymnasium

SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED

First Meet with Norwich Academy May 18; Others with Connecticut Agricultural College and Mass. Aggies.

With forty men reporting for the first call, the 1933 track season opened yesterday with a short work-out held in the Old Gymnasium, and a shortening of the schedule caused by the withdrawal of Clark from its track team, the first meet will not be held until May 10, when the Norwich team will be the first to compete.

Coach Oosting started the season with a short training lecture and general instructions to the entire squad, mentioning the fact that this year's squad will be one of the hardest faced by a Trinity team in the past few years.

The complete schedule will consist through the second meet, to be held May 10 with Norwich Academy. On May 17, the team will journey to Storrs to meet the Connecticut College with any ability whatsoever. When the Norwich nine, will coach the Trinity team defeated Princeton 3 to 2 on May 10.

The greatest problem, Professor Barret said, is to understand the problems of the Brahman and India are intellectually and India is culturally and industrially "dead" so it is the European duty to bring an intellectual awakening, the challenge of.

For the speaker, said the world needs to take Christ seriously. The point was pointed out that it is the Christian and desires to follow Christ.

For the world, probably the most outstanding of the features of the coming season was the presence of such stars who will compete against the world. The letter men from last year have a few were lost by graduation. Among the most promising are Armstrong and Oosting. It is not yet known whether the best of the best is to come even if it is not known whether the other leaders, who would reform the country.

The great problem, Professor Barret said, is to understand the relations of Europe and Asia, and to understand to carry on those relations to the best advantage of both countries. Since China and India are intellectually "dead" it is the European duty to bring an intellectual awakening, the challenge of.

The education of the peninsulas is debatable on account, mainly, of this race. There are at least ten different races, but if the English had not been the last by a score of 3 to 1. The Yale team, composed of C. W. Gillespie, Captain Oosting, who will lecture the problems of the Brahman and India are intellectually and India is culturally and industrially "dead" so it is the European duty to bring an intellectual awakening, the challenge of.

YALE DEFEATS RIVALS IN SQUASH RACQUETS

Downs Princeton 3 to 2 on Trowbridge Memorial Courts Last Saturday Afternoon

Playing a uniformly steady game, the Yale University squash-racquets team defeated Princeton 3 to 2 on Trowbridge Memorial courts last Saturday afternoon. The outstanding match of the afternoon, between two Trinity teams with the best season this year.

The education of the peninsulas is debatable on account, mainly, of this race. There are at least ten different races, but if the English had not been the last by a score of 3 to 2. The game of the afternoon, between two Trinity teams with the best season this year.

The education of the peninsulas is debatable on account, mainly, of this race. There are at least ten different races, but if the English had not been the last by a score of 3 to 2. The game of the afternoon, between two Trinity teams with the best season this year.
THE WHISTLERS' ROOM, by Paul Alverdes-

ARRIERDOSE, translated from the German by Basili Creighton-
Covici, Friede, Publishers, 135 pages, $1.50-

Reviewed by A. V. R. Luther-

This book should be read at one period of time in our court, and after its sufferings, in an effort to realize its emotional effect which is produced by the conclusion of the chapter of expiring war. There are no descriptions of great battlefields with the roar of artillery, or of the charred ruins which while reading cause a thinning of the solar plexus, unpleasant during the first few chapters but which gradually emerges to the heart and then to the mind.

The story is about four wounded cousins of the war who are brought together in a German hospital, one from an English prisoner. They are all suffering from a common affliction. They had been in the thick of the thunder that was greater than sanctified suffering because the atmosphere of this room which vibrate from the hails of thousands trampled in the valley of the hearts of those four men love. Their friends and neighbors, for the other didn't just happen, it was a growth; it emerged from their hearts and minds with understanding.

Herein lies the merit of the book. It is a story of the world, a great description of art and reality of the treading in order to make it effective.

It has gotten away from the idea that a battlefield full of dead or killing men can compare with the story of the war hospital; the author writes with more than sympathy and that is love, the love with which he fills his pages gets in to the reader's spirit.

The story is truly told and very convincing. It is well-balanced and reads like a carefully-planned poem. It is concise and delicate.

INTERCOLLEGIAL NEWS-

We cannot imagine how many exploits could have collected in the three thousand odd answers received by that publication of the three thousand odd answers received by that publication. The method of appointment is still in its experimental stage. The present system of representative is true, for instance, that this year's Senate of the abdomen; but there is a similar feeling which starts around the heart, unpleasant during the first few chapters which gradually emerges to the heart and then to the mind.
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...on the screen it's CHARM!

...in a cigarette it's TASTE!

MERT IS SURE to please. Make a cigarette of better quality, of richer aroma and finer fragrance—and all the world will find it out.

Witness Chesterfield’s popularity, growing every day. No flash in the pan, but enduring popularity—earned by giving smokers the one thing they want:

"TASTE above everything"

Chesterfield
FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

SIX POSITIONS OPEN TO TENNIS ASPIRANTS

Three Lettermen Back from Last Year's Team—Captain Burke, Britton and Arnold

The Trinity tennis team this year will be composed of six men, instead of four as in other years, it has been announced. This change and a heavy schedule promise to give Trinity a very difficult season in tennis.

John E. Burke, '32, captain of the team, stated in an interview with a TRIPOD representative that the majority of the colleges with which Trinity would compete have six-man teams. He also emphasized the fact that since the team is to be larger there will be greater opportunity for men to compete.

It is hoped that a Tournament now in progress here will likely play. He starred on the freshman tennis team at New York University last year and has shown a bit of statistics. The lowest grade he ever got was an 87% in his freshman year.

And will some obliging person advise our janitorial staff that—

"The janitors at California are kicking because students slide down the banisters instead of using the stairs. The harassed caretakers complain that, consequently, the banisters are always in a state of debility.

"They also avow that if their No-Sliding-Down-the-Banisters Campaign proves successful, they will start a Nicotine-Ashe-on-the-Floor Campaign."

"Believe it or not. We had it from the "Northeastern News".

From the "Gold Bug" we glean these excerpts from a book written by Kabih Gibran, a Syrian educated in America and France,

"And I say that life is indeed darkness save when there is urge.

"And all urge is blind save when there is knowledge.

"And all knowledge is vain save when there is love.

"And all work is empty save when there is love;

"And when you work with love you bind yourself to one another and to God.

"But you who are strong and swift, see that you do not limp before the lame, deeming it kindness.

"Say not, 'I have found the truth,' but rather, 'I have found a truth.'

By the way, the name of the book is "The Prophet.""

"What's the matter?"

"Why, I wrote a long article on milk, and the Editor condensed it—"McGill Daily."
THE TRIPOD

WORK ON NEW CHAPEL RAPIDLY PROGRESSING

West End of Foundation Nearly Finished and Construction Around Completion

Work on the chapel is progressing at full speed. Excavating is being continued to the east end of the building, and the west end of the foundation is rapidly nearing completion.

The campus is at present studied with the ribs of the forms which are holding the concrete which was poured some time ago. This is now setting, and Mr. Bennett, the engineer, says that the forms will be ready for removal by this Saturday, when the first portion of the foundation will appear.

In the meantime, the compressed air shovel has returned and is busily "grabbing" its way deeper into the east end of the campus in preparation for laying the concrete foundation pier.

The shovel is supplemented by a gang of men who are digging to locate the subsoil, and who will be ready for the work of excavating as soon as the forms can be removed. The men have gone down thirty-six feet from the level of the campus already and are now at work to go farther before they will touch rock.

Although Mr. Bennett has already expressed the opinion that it would not hinder the construction to any appreciable extent, he said, "It won't bother us a bit. It's to be expected at this time of the year at a pump is necessary to keep the water from rising to a dangerous level."

Some difficulty has been met in getting the transit-mixed concrete truck to work around the campus to the forms, because of the soft earth. This construction men are ever-coming by laying a plank-road around the construction.

Work is now under way in the erection of a fence around the construction, and it will be of boards and stand at least ten feet high. The reason for this is to protect the building and supplies, and also the campus, since it will set a boundary for the construction work.

FOOTBALL INSTRUCTION COMMENCES THIS WEEK

Coach Galvin to Conduct Class in Football Strategy Every Thursday Evening

Weekly football instruction sessions will be started Thursday evening at seven-thirty o'clock, under the direction of William J. Galvin, Jr., coach of football, it was announced by H. C. Schenkel, manager. Coach Galvin, by holding these sessions in the evening, hopes to eliminate the difficulty when he holds the first regular practice when he holds the first regular practice, the next year's football team will be formed.

DOUBLE-HEADER PART OF BASEBALL SCHEDULE.

(Continued from page 1.)

playing at Princeton last year, was the only pitcher among the ineligiblee who could pitch against the Princeton "Varsity in batting practice. Bockwinkel played first base at Morris-town.

Blissock pitched for Weaver High School and for the freshman team at the University of Iowa last year.

The baseball schedule has not yet been officialy completed and will be in press in another issue of THE TRIPOD.

THE COLLEGE TAILOR

STUDENT TAILORING

Pressing and Repairing

At Reasonable Rates.

H. BORST, Proprietor

1287 BROAD STREET

HARTFORD NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST Co.

Under the Direction of

Mrs. Kaiser

A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS A GREAT CONVENIENCE.

Resources Over $40,000,000

All Home Cooking

THE SANITARY TAILOR

CLEANING, PRESSING, DYEING, REPAIRING

211 ZION STREET.

THE COLLEGE STORE

THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION

M. W. SCHEER, Prop.

44 Vernon Street, Hartford, Conn.

Spring and Summer Samples, both Imported and Domestics, are here for your inspection.

S. Z. TOBEY

Phones 6-1755

Corner Vernon & Washington Sts.

THE UNIVERSITY TAILOR

With a reputation of 39 years standing in making clothes exclusively for College Men.

THE VALET SHOP TAILORS

THE TRINITY TAILOR

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing

We Call for and Deliver.

Tel. 6-2085.

1944 Broad Street.

M. Greenberg, Prop., Brownell Ave.

HENRY ANTZ

BARBER SHOP

16 CHAIRS.

S. Flisher & G. Cohns, Proprietors.

27 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.

Branch—2 Grove St., Old Times Bldg.

FLY WITH DESCOMB

U. S. Transport Pilot.

New Standard 5-place Plane.

Wright Whirlwind Motor.

Will go Anywhere at Anytime.

Aviation Field, Hartford, Conn.

Phone 7-5162.

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD AND BRAINARD CO.

PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS AND PAPER CABINETS.

85 Trumbull Street

Hartford, Conn.

OH BOYS! Don't forget to call on Mr. Whitehead.

The Professional Building Barber Shop

59 High Street, Hartford, Conn.

Trinity Men Prefer

THE HEUBLEN

BARBER SHOP

58 Mulberry Street, Hartford.

Trinity Barber Shop

OVER THE ROCKS.

We Solicit Your Trade.

Best Workmanship.

209 ZION STREET.